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Intellectual Property  
and Libertarianism

by Stephan Kinsella

Intellectual property is a contradiction 
in terms.

The Law

Intellectual property (IP), which has garnered greater 
attention in recent years, was never my strongest interest, 
even though I have specialized in this field in my legal prac-
tice for more than 16 years. But I’ve ended up writing a great 
deal on it from a libertarian perspective anyway.

One reason for this is that there are not many libertarian 
patent attorneys. Commentary by those familiar with IP law 
is usually devoid of libertarian principle. Most IP experts are, 
unsurprisingly, proponents of the status quo, just as govern-
ment school teachers tend to favor government schooling 
and astronauts cheer NASA. And libertarian discussions of 
IP often confuse the details of the law under debate. In fact, 
it’s common for libertarians to conflate trademark, copyright, 
and patent (Murray Rothbard talked about a copyright on a 
mousetrap, which is an invention and therefore the subject of 
patents).

Another reason is that from the beginning, the IP issue 
nagged at me. I was never satisfied with Ayn Rand’s justifi-

Most libertarians find some areas of libertarian theorizing more interesting than others. My 
own passion has always been rights theory and related areas such as the theory of contracts, causation, and 
punishment theory.

cation for it. Her argument is a bizarre mixture of utilitarian-
ism with overwrought deification of “the creator” — not the 
Creator up there, but Man, The Creator, who therefore has a 
right to property. Her proof that patents and copyrights are 
property governed by such rights is lacking.

So, I kept trying to find a better justification for IP, and this 
search continued after I started practicing patent law.

Many libertarians abandon minarchy in favor of anar-
chy when they realize that even a minarchist govern-
ment is unlibertarian. That was my experience. And it was 
like this for me also with IP. I came to see that the reason I 
had been unable find a way to justify IP was because it is, 
in fact, unlibertarian. Perhaps this would have been obvi-
ous if Congress had not enacted patent and copyright stat-
utes long ago, making them part and parcel of America’s 
“free-market” legal system; and if early libertarians like 
Rand had not so vigorously championed such rights. But  
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libertarianism’s initial presumption should have been that IP 
is invalid, not the other way around. After all, we libertari-
ans already realize that “intellectual” rights, such as the right 
to a reputation protected by defamation law, are illegitimate. 
Why, then, would we presume that other laws, protecting 
intangible, intellectual rights, are valid — especially artificial 
rights that are solely the product of legislation, i.e. decrees of 
the fake-law generating wing of a criminal state?

But IP is widely seen as basically legitimate. Sure, there 
have always been criticisms of existing IP laws and policies. 
You can point to hundreds of obviously ridiculous patents, 
and hundreds of obviously outrageous abuses. There are 

What about individual rights, justice, and freedom from 
aggression? Well, in my view, these are all derivative; they are 
defined in terms of property rights. As Rothbard explained, all 
rights are property rights. And justice is just giving someone 
his due, which depends on what his (property) rights are.

The nonaggression principle itself is also dependent on 
property rights. If you hit me, it is aggression because I have 
a property right in my body. If I take from you the apple you 
possess, this is trespass, aggression, only because you own the 
apple; if it is my apple, it is not trespass. In other words, to 
identify an act of aggression is implicitly to assign a corre-
sponding property right to the victim. (This is, incidentally, 
one reason why it is better to refer to the nonaggression prin-
ciple instead of the nonaggression axiom — because property 
rights are more basic than freedom from aggression.)

But mere “belief in property rights” does not explain what 
is unique about the libertarian philosophy. This is because a 
property right is the exclusive right to control a scarce resource; 
property rights just specify who owns, who has the right to 
control, scarce resources. Yet no political system is agnostic 
on the question of who owns resources. To the contrary: any 
given system of property rights assigns a particular owner to 
every scarce resource. None of the various forms of socialism, 
for example, denies property rights; each socialist system will 
specify an owner for every scarce resource. If the state nation-
alizes an industry, it is asserting ownership of these means 
of production. If the state taxes you, it is implicitly asserting 
ownership of the funds taken. If my land is transferred to a 
private developer by eminent domain, the developer is now 
the owner. If the law allows a recipient of racial discrimina-
tion to sue his employer for a sum of money, he is the owner 
of the money.

Even a private thief who steals something of yours is 
implicitly acting on the maxim that he has the right to con-
trol it — that he is its owner. He doesn’t deny property rights; 
he simply differs from the libertarian as to who the owner 

Copyright is now received automatically, 
whether you want it or not. The patent office 
is an inefficient bureaucracy governed by laws 
that are arbitrary, ambiguous, and vague.

absurd patents on ways of swinging on a swing and faster-
than-light communications and one-click purchasing; there are 
$100-million and billion-dollar patent lawsuit awards; there 
are millions of dollars in copyright liability imposed on con-
sumers for downloading a few songs. Books are even banned 
— quite literally — in the name of copyright. The terms of pat-
ents (about 17 years), and especially copyrights (which expire 
70 years after the author’s death, or 95 years in the case of 
works made for hire), are ridiculously long — and Congress 
keeps extending them at the behest of Mickey Mouse (a.k.a. 
the Disney company). Copyright is now received automati-
cally, whether you want it or not, and is hard to get rid of. The 
patent office is an inefficient government bureaucracy; and 
the laws that govern it are arbitrary, ambiguous, and vague 
(generating more work for me — thanks).

So there are plenty of reasons to oppose the current IP sys-
tem, as well as the abuses of the system. There are many calls 
for “reform” of IP, just as there are always calls for reform 
of the tax code, welfare, public education, and the way we 
are fighting the current war. But I became opposed not just to 
ridiculous patents and outrageous IP lawsuits but to patent 
and copyright per se, root and branch. IP laws should be abol-
ished, not reformed, just like the Americans with Disabilities 
Act and the tax code.

Why, exactly, is this? What is the libertarian case against 
IP? To answer this question requires a clear, coherent under-
standing of libertarian principles. I thus take a brief detour 
here to sketch out the libertarian framework.

The Libertarian Framework
What is the essence of our libertarianism? It is said that 

libertarianism is about: individual rights; property rights; the 
free market; capitalism; justice; the nonaggression principle or 
axiom. But capitalism and the free market describe the market 
conditions that arise or are permitted in a libertarian society, 
not all aspects of libertarianism.

There are many calls to “reform” the cur-
rent Intellectual Property system. But just like 
the tax code, IP laws should be abolished, not 
reformed.

is. In fact, as Adam Smith observed: “If there is any society 
among robbers and murderers, they must at least, according 
to the trite observation, abstain from robbing and murdering 
one another.”

Thus, protection of and respect for property rights is not 
unique to libertarianism. What is distinctive about libertari-
anism is its particular property assignment rules — its view 
as to who is the owner of each contestable resource, and how 
to determine this. So the question is: what are the libertarian 
property assignment rules that distinguish our philosophy 
from others?
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taxation, conscription, and drug prohibitions. The libertarian 
says that each person is the full owner of his body: he has the 
right to control his body, to decide whether or not he ingests 
narcotics, works for less than minimum wage, pays taxes, 
joins an army, and so on. But those who believe in such laws 
believe that the state is at least a partial owner of the body of 
those subject to such laws. They don’t like to say they believe 
in slavery, but they do. The modern liberal wants tax evaders 
put in jail (enslaved). The modern conservative wants mari-
juana users enslaved.

In addition to human bodies, scarce resources include 
external objects. Unlike human bodies, however, external 
things were initially unowned. The libertarian view with 
respect to such external resources is very simple: the owner of 
a given scarce resource is the person who first homesteaded 
it — or someone who can trace his title contractually back to 
the homesteader. This person has a better claim than anyone 
else who wants the object. Everyone else is a latecomer with 
respect to the first possessor. Note that we are here speaking 
of scarce resources — material objects — not infinitely repro-
ducible things such as ideas, patterns, and information.

This latecomer rule is actually implied in the very idea of 
owning property. If the earlier possessor of property did not 
have a better claim than some second person who wants to 
take the property from him, then why does the second person 
have a better claim than a third person who comes later still 
(or than the first owner who tries to take it back)? To deny 
the crucial significance of the prior-later distinction is to deny 
property rights altogether. Every nonlibertarian view is thus 
incoherent, because it presupposes the prior-later distinction 
when it assigns ownership to a given person (because it says 
that person has a better claim than latecoming claimants); 
while it acts contrary to this principle whenever it takes prop-
erty from the original homesteader and assigns it to some 
latecomer.

But what is relevant for our purposes here is the liber-
tarian position, not the incoherence of competing views. In 
sum, the libertarian position on property rights in external 
objects is that, in any dispute or contest over any particular 
scarce resource, the original homesteader — the person who  

There are two types of scarce resources: human bodies 
and external resources found in nature. Let us first consider 
the property assignment rules for bodies.

Of course, one’s own body is a scarce resource. As Hans-
Hermann Hoppe has explained, even in a paradise with a 
superabundance of goods,

every person’s physical body would still be a scarce 
resource and thus the need for the establishment of prop-
erty rules, i.e., rules regarding people’s bodies, would 
exist. One is not used to thinking of one’s own body in 
terms of a scarce good, but in imagining the most ideal 
situation one could ever hope for, the Garden of Eden, it 
becomes possible to realize that one’s body is indeed the 
prototype of a scarce good for the use of which property 
rights, i.e., rights of exclusive ownership, somehow have 
to be established, in order to avoid clashes.

The libertarian view is that each person completely owns 
his own body — at least initially, until something changes 
this, such as if he commits some crime by which he forfeits 
or loses some of his rights. Now some say that the idea of 
self-ownership makes no sense. You are yourself; how can you 
own yourself? But this is just silly wordplay. To own means to 
have the right to control. If A wants to have sex with B’s body, 
whose decision is it? Who has the right to control B’s body, A 
or B? If it is A, then A owns B’s body; A has the right to con-
trol it, as a master to a slave. But if it is B who has the right to 
decide, then B owns his own body; he is a self-owner.

And of course, self-ownership is what is implied in the 
nonaggression principle. Ayn Rand famously said, “So long 
as men desire to live together, no man may initiate . . . [n]o man 
may start — the use of physical force against others.” To initi-
ate force means to invade the borders of someone’s body, to 
use his body without permission or consent. But this presup-
poses that that person has the right to control his body: other-
wise his permission would not be needed, and it would not be 
aggression to invade or use his body without his consent.

So the libertarian property assignment rule for bodies is: 
each person owns his own body. Implicit in the idea of self-
ownership is the belief that each person has a better claim to 
the body that he or she directly controls and inhabits than do 
others. I have a better claim to the right to control my body 
than you do, because it is my body; I have a unique link and 
connection to my body that others do not, and that is prior to 
the claim of any other person. Anyone other than the original 
occupant of a body is a latecomer with respect to the original 
occupant. Your claim to my body is inferior in part because I 
had it first. The person claiming your body can hardly object 
to the significance of what Hoppe calls the “prior-later” dis-
tinction, since he adopts this very rule with respect to his own 
body; he has to presuppose ownership of his own body in 
order to claim ownership of yours.

The self-ownership rule may seem obvious, but it is held 
only by libertarians. Nonlibertarians do not believe in com-
plete self-ownership. Sure, they usually grant that each person 
has some rights in his own body, but they believe each person 
is partially owned by some other person or entity — usually 
the state, or society. Libertarians are the only ones who really 
oppose slavery, in a principled way. Nonlibertarians are in 
favor of at least partial slavery.

This slavery is implicit in state actions and laws such as 
“I couldn’t get Parliament to outlaw Lady Godiva, but they 

agreed to regulate her!”
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appropriated the resource from its unowned status, by embor-
dering or transforming it (or his contractual transferee) — has 
a better claim than latecomers, those who did not appropriate 
the scarce resource.

Libertarianism on IP
Now, back to IP. Given the libertarian understanding of 

property rights, it is clear that the institutions of patent and 
copyright are simply indefensible.

Copyrights pertain to “original works,” such as books, 
articles, movies, and computer programs. They are grants by 
the state that permit the copyright holder to prevent others 
from using their own property — e.g., ink and paper — in 
certain ways.

Patents grant rights in “inventions” — useful machines or 
processes. They are grants by the state that permit the paten-
tee to use the state’s court system to prohibit others from using 
their own property in certain ways — from reconfiguring their 
property according to a certain pattern or design described in 
the patent, or from using their property (including their own 
bodies) in a certain sequence of steps described in the patent.

In both cases, the state is assigning to A a right to control 
B’s property: A can tell B not to do certain things with it. Since 
ownership is the right to control, IP grants to A co-ownership 
of B’s property.

This clearly cannot be justified under libertarian princi-
ples. B already owns his property. With respect to him, A is 
a latecomer. B is the one who appropriated the property, not 
A. It is too late for A to homestead B’s property; B already did 
that. The resource is no longer unowned. Granting A own-
ership rights in B’s property is quite obviously incompatible 
with basic libertarian principles. It is nothing more than redis-
tribution of wealth. IP is unlibertarian and unjustified.

Why, then, is this a contested issue? Why do some libertar-
ians still believe in IP rights?

One reason is that they approach libertarianism from a 
utilitarian perspective instead of a principled one. They favor 
laws that increase general utility, or wealth. And they believe 
the state’s propaganda that state-granted IP rights actually do 
increase general wealth.

The utilitarian perspective itself is bad enough, because 
all sorts of terrible policies could be justified this way: why 
not take half of Bill Gates’ fortune and give it to the poor? 

But even if we ignore the ethical and other problems with 
the utilitarian or wealth-maximization approach, it is bizarre 
to think that utilitarian libertarians are in favor of IP when 
they have not demonstrated that IP does increase overall 
wealth. They merely assume that it does and then base their 
policy views on this assumption. It is beyond dispute that the 
IP system imposes significant costs, in monetary terms alone, 
not to mention its costs in terms of liberty. The usual argu-
ment, that the incentive provided by IP law stimulates addi-
tional innovation and creativity, has not even been proven. It 
is entirely possible (even likely, in my view) that the IP system 
not only imposes many billions of dollars of costs on society 
but actually reduces or impedes innovation, adding damage 
to damage.

But even if we assume that the IP system does stimulate 
some additional, valuable innovation, no one has established 
that the value of the purported gains is greater than the costs. 
If you ask advocates of IP how they know there is a net gain, 
you get silence (this is especially true of patent attorneys). 
They cannot point to any study to support their utilitarian 
contention; they usually just point to Article 1, Section 8 of the 
Constitution, as if the backroom dealings of politicians two 
centuries ago were some sort of evidence. In fact, as far as I’ve 
been able to tell, virtually every study that attempts to tally 
the costs and benefits of copyright or patent law concludes 
either that these schemes cost more than they are worth, or 
that they actually reduce innovation, or that the research is 
inconclusive. There are no studies showing a net gain. There 
are only repetitions of state propaganda.

Responding to the available evidence, anyone who accepts 
utilitarianism should be opposed to IP.

Libertarian Creationism
Another reason why many libertarians favor IP is their 

confusion about the origin of property and property rights. 
They accept the careless observation that you can come to 
own things in three ways: through homesteading an unowned 
thing, by contractual exchange, and by creation.

The mistake is the notion that creation is an independent 
source of ownership, independent from homesteading and 
contracting. Yet it is easy to see that it is not, that “creation” 
is neither necessary nor sufficient as a source of ownership. If 
you carve a statue using your own hunk of marble, you own 
the resulting creation because you already owned the mar-
ble. You owned it before, and you own it now. And if you 
homestead an unowned resource, such as a field, by using it 
and thereby establishing publicly visible borders, you own 
it because this first use and embordering gives you a better 
claim than latecomers. So creation is not necessary.

But suppose you carve a statue in someone else’s marble, 
either without permission, or with permission, such as when 
an employee works with his employer’s marble by contract. 
You do not own the resulting statue, even though you “cre-
ated” it. If you are using marble stolen from another person, 
your vandalizing it does not take away the owner’s claims 
to it. And if you are working on your employer’s marble, he 
owns the resulting statue. So creation is not sufficient.

This is not to deny the importance of knowledge, or cre-
ation and innovation. Action, in addition to employing scarce 

Utilitarianism justifies terrible policies. 
Why not give half of Bill Gates’ fortune to the 
poor? The total gains to the recipients would be 
greater than Gates’ reduced utility.

Wouldn’t the total welfare gains to the thousands of recipi-
ents be greater than Gates’ reduced utility? After all, he would 
still be a billionaire afterwards. And if a man is extremely des-
perate for sex, couldn’t his gain be greater than the loss suf-
fered by his rape victim if, say, she’s a prostitute? continued on page 45
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whether or not to join a union — thus exposing workers to 
potential intimidation to join.

The president — in just his first six months in office — 
made unprecedented power-grabbing moves. These included 
firing the CEO of a private corporation, dictating the makeup 
of boards of directors, forcing private corporations and their 
stockholders to surrender shares to the government and other 
shares to the union, compelling the merger of private com-
panies, and using money appropriated by Congress for the 
banking industry to instead bail out the automakers. He has 
also overturned a century of federal bankruptcy law. Where 
is the legal or constitutional authority for all these actions? He 
has also called for imposing new regulations not only on the 
auto industry but throughout the entire economy.

During his presidential campaign, he spoke often of “fun-

damentally restructuring” this country. Millions of people 
who voted enthusiastically for him didn’t really know what 
he meant by that, but it sounded good. Obama was careful 
not to be too specific, and the media’s love affair with the can-
didate precluded their raising any potentially embarrassing 
questions on this issue. Now, however, it should be obvious 
that this Marxist president’s “fundamental restructuring” 
means the destruction of capitalism and replacing it with 
what Jefferson feared when he wrote: “The greatest calamity 
which could befall us would be submission to a government 
of unlimited powers.” That will prove economically destruc-
tive, but more importantly, it is destructive of something even 
more precious — that which makes capitalism, economic 
progress, and our fulfillment as human beings possible — 
freedom. q

Intellectual Property and Libertarianism, from page 30

owned means, may also be informed by technical knowledge 
of causal laws or other practical information. To be sure, cre-
ation is an important means of increasing wealth. As Hoppe 
has observed:

One can acquire and increase wealth either through home-
steading, production and contractual exchange, or by 
expropriating and exploiting homesteaders, producers, or 
contractual exchangers. There are no other ways.

While production or creation may be a means of gain-
ing “wealth,” it is not an independent source of ownership 
or rights. Production is not the creation of new matter; it is 
the transformation of things from one form to another — the 
transformation of things someone already owns, either the 
producer or someone else. Using your labor and creativity to 
transform your property into more valuable finished products 
gives you greater wealth, but not additional property rights. 
(If you transform someone else’s property, he owns the result-
ing transformed thing, even if it is now more valuable.) So the 

idea that you own anything you “create” is a confused one 
that does not justify IP.

Many libertarians also argue as if some form of copyright 
or possibly patent could be created by contractual tricks — for 
example, by a seller selling a patterned medium (book, CD, 
etc.) or useful machine to a buyer on the condition that it not 
be copied. For example, Brown sells an innovative mousetrap 
to Green, on the condition that Green not reproduce it. For IP 
to work, however, it has to bind not only seller and buyer, but 
all third parties. The contract between buyer and seller can-
not do this — it binds only the buyer and seller. In the exam-
ple given above, even if Green agrees not to copy Brown’s 
mousetrap, Black has no agreement with Brown. Brown 
has no contractual right to prevent Black from using Black’s 
own property in accordance with whatever knowledge or  
information Black has.

Now if Green were to sell Brown’s watch to Black without 
Brown’s permission, most libertarians would say that Brown 
still owns the watch and could take it from Black. Why doesn’t 

Robbing Hood and the Undeserving Rich, from page 34

There are other lapses of memory, such as memory of the 
infamous Smoot-Hawley Act, the protectionist legislation that 
started an international trade war and helped make the Great 
Depression great. Congress recently passed a Buy American 
clause into the fiscal stimulus bill, to the consternation of our 
international trading partners. And we just terminated a pro-
gram to allow Mexican truckers to carry goods into the United 
States, a clear violation of our NAFTA undertakings. Did any-
one think Mexico wouldn’t notice? In retaliation, it imposed 
tariffs of up to 45% on targeted American imports. I do busi-
ness with Mexico; so far I’m unaffected. But maybe I won’t be 
so lucky next time.

Worse yet, the House just passed a bill to confiscate 90% 
of the bonuses paid to the executives of AIG, the “too big to 
fail” insurer that was bailed out with taxpayer funds. These 
bonuses, contractually obligated before the meltdown, were 
paid out even to those in the Financial Services Division, which 
brought the company down. Unfortunately, the government 
in its rush to action — any action — didn’t make the bailout 
contingent on a renegotiation of bonuses. The House, perhaps 

embarrassed by its earlier incompetence and responding to 
popular outrage, embarked on an ill-advised course of action 
to punish this politically unpopular group ex post facto. This 
is both morally and constitutionally dubious. It constitutes a 
bill of attainder, a form of legislation designed to punish spe-
cific individuals without benefit of due process or trial. You 
may be forgiven if you are not familiar with the term; there 
has been little use for bills of attainder since we unceremoni-
ously kicked the British out in 1776, in part for issuing such 
things. They were so repulsive to the Founders that they got a 
special injunction in the Constitution.

Now I personally have little sympathy for people who 
destroy their companies and waste taxpayer (that is, my) 
money. In fact, I would like to see them get their come-
uppance — but not at the expense of the rule of law. It raises 
the troubling question of “Who’s next?”

So this just doesn’t seem like the time to take financial risks. 
Not with America beginning to look like Sherwood Forest 
with Robbing Hood and his Merry Bandits running riot.

Last night I had a dream. I was playing golf with Don.  q

nskinsella
Text Box
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Bridging the Two Libertarianisms, from page 38

less than the harm to the inhabitants of Darfur from doing 
nothing? Maybe some U.S. taxpayers have a greater aversion 
to an extra bit of taxation than the southern Sudanese have 
to being raped and killed. Or, as Stephan Kinsella wrote in 
a response to one of my earlier attempts to promote explicit 
moral consequentialism (“The Need to be Anarchists”):

In any event, the appeal to utilitarianism is problematic on 
several fronts. It is, first and foremost, ethically bankrupt 
because it is an unproven, and indeed, false, assertion that 
it is justifiable to rob one man if the robbery benefits oth-
ers. It is also economically incoherent because the subjec-
tive and ordinal nature of value makes it impossible even 
in principle to ever determine whether a given invasive 
action results in a “net” benefit or “surplus.”

In principle I cannot prove that allowing genocide in 
southern Sudan is worse than inflicting American taxpay-
ers with a small tax increase. Then again, in principle, I can-
not prove that either the Sudanese or the American taxpayers 
exist; they could all be in my imagination. But personally, I’ll 
ditch the philosophy and resort to common sense.

Empathy exists. It is commonplace. It exists at the core 
of our being. It allows us to raise babies and have societies. 
Empathy even crosses the species barrier. I know what my 
dog likes, and he can read my moods. Empathy is not a per-
fect instrument — individual choice should be the norm — 
but it can be pretty good, sometimes better than revealed 
preference.

The Austrian model of ordered preferences and diminish-
ing marginal utility, to which Kinsella’s last sentence refers, 
is not Truth; it is a crude model of human decision making. 
We have many options in mind and many inclinations for and 
against each option. But we cannot examine all our options 
at once, much less all our inclinations for each option. There 
is no neatly ordered set of preferences. Indecision and buy-
er’s remorse are common phenomena. Successful advertisers 
and car salesmen build their careers on exploiting this limita-
tion of human thought and praxeology. So why should I reject 
common sense in favor of an abstract philosophy based on 
demonstrably flawed premises?

But even were I to accept the anarcho-Austrians’ argument 
and reject all asymmetric moral calculations, I would have to 
reject the Zero Aggression Principle as well and opt for pac-

ifism. Self-defense is usually an asymmetric application of 
force. Restraining a shoplifter is not the equivalent of shoplift-
ing. Pulling a gun on a burglar is not equivalent to burgling.

The Power of Messiness
The world is messy. To thrive within it requires acting on 

approximations.
The electorate is also messy. To succeed politically requires 

putting together a coalition of activists who have many differ-
ing opinions. And it requires appealing to an even broader 
base of voters who have still more differing opinions.

Moral consequentialism is likewise messy. This is a feature, 
not a bug. It allows for a broader coalition of moral libertar-
ians. It allows for civil discussion of differences of opinion. It 
fosters concentration on optimal answers for today, instead of 
endless arguments on the ideal libertopia. Should pure moral 
libertarians embrace pure moral consequentialism, they could 
have a much bigger movement.

But the movement would still be too small to win more 
than a few significant elections. For example, it would not 
include me. I am an impure moral consequentialist. While 
I do regard the initiation of force as bad, I do not regard it 
as the only evil worthy of political consideration. Given a  
choice between taxing a billionaire and letting poor people 
starve, I’ll choose the tax. Given the choice between bur-
densome regulations on nuclear power plants and risking a 
domestic meltdown, I’ll choose the regulations. Such stark 
choices arise far less often than statists would have us believe, 
but they do arise.

Millions of Americans hold similar beliefs, yet earnestly 
desire to cut government substantially (50% or more). Educate 
the electorate in sound economics and remind them of the 
moral tradeoffs inherent in taxation and regulation, and mil-
lions more will desire similar cuts.

But should we call these people libertarians? Am I a 
libertarian?

Perhaps we need a new word for such impure freedom 
lovers. The Left has adopted multiple forms, depending on its 
degree of radicalness: communist, socialist, social democrat, 
liberal. Maybe the libertarian movement needs to split in simi-
lar ways, instead of indulging in endless arguments over the 
meaning of a single word. q

a similar logic apply in the case of the mousetrap design? 
The difference is that the watch is a scarce resource that has 
an owner, while the mousetrap design is merely informa-
tion, which is not an ownable type of thing. The watch is a 
scarce resource still owned by Brown. Black needs Brown’s 
consent to use it. But in the mousetrap case Black merely 
learns how to make a mousetrap. He uses this information 
to make a mousetrap, by means of his own body and prop-
erty. He doesn’t need Brown’s permission, simply because he 
is not using Brown’s property. The IP advocate thus has to 
say that Brown owns the information about how his mouse-
trap is configured. This move is question-begging, however, 
since it asserts what is to be shown: that there are intellectual 
property rights. If Black does not return Green’s watch, Green 
is without his watch, precisely because the watch is a scarce 

good. But Black’s knowing how to make a mousetrap does 
not take away Green’s own mousetrap-making knowledge, 
highlighting the non-scarce nature of information or patterns. 
In short, Brown may retake his property from Black but has 
no right to prevent Black from using information to guide his 
actions. Thus, the contract approach fails as well.

A final problem remains: IP rights are statutory schemes, 
schemes that can be constructed only by legislation, and 
therefore have always been constructed by legislation. A pat-
ent or copyright code could no more arise in the decentral-
ized, case-based legal system of a free society than could the 
Americans with Disabilities Act. IP requires both a legislature, 
and a state. For libertarians who reject the legitimacy of the 
state, or legislated law, this is yet another defect of IP, and a 
conclusive one. q
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